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Monday AUDIO LESSON   

  “A woman had to go in honeymoon without husband”  

 

 WORD CHECK UP  

1. Visa  

2. Soothed 

3. Expecting 

Guide Questions  

1. What could the husband not get for the trip? 

2. How long was the trip to Greece they had planned? 

3. Who went with the woman on her honeymoon? 

 

4. Personal Application: 

 

1. Give your thoughts on the issue? 

2. What would you do if you in the same situation. 

3. What are the popular honeymoon places in your country? 

   

   
 

 

CONVERSATION   

 

Filled him in!!! 

  
Sam I've prepared five cartons of our catalogues and fliers ready for the show. 

Michelle I believe you've made sure that four lines of products are printed on the 

catalogues and fliers, right? 

Sam Of course. You can count on me! 

Michelle Thank you, Sam. By the way, when is the application deadline? Max said he'd 

like to send out the form as soon as possible. 

Sam The deadline is this Friday. I've filled him in on the product lines and 

exhibition cost as well. He can send the application form anytime now if you 

okay it. 

Michelle Good. Tell him to proceed immediately. Let me know if he needs copies of my 

I.D. 

Sam Oh, one more thing, the fair attendants should wear the badge. And our banners 

and signs can only be displayed in and around our own booth, not in aisles. 

  

Explanation : 

  

Fill sb in - To give someone extra or missing information 

  

Example : I filled her in on the latest gossip. 

  

  

http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1607/160714-honeymoon_1.mp3
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Tuesday ARTICLE 

Pokemon Go is the next big thing 
 

 The Japanese games giant 
Nintendo has released an app 
that is taking the world by 
storm. The next big thing, and 
new Internet sensation, is an 
augmented reality game called 
Pokemon Go. Players must 

physically move around the real world in order to capture mystical 
creatures called Pokemon (short for pocket monsters). It was only 
officially released last week, in the USA, New Zealand and 
Australia. It is about to overtake Twitter in the number of daily 
active users and it hasn't even been launched globally yet. Analysts 
report that in just 48 hours, Go was installed on 5.6 per cent of all 
Android devices in the USA. On average, users are spending twice 
as much time on Go than on apps like Snapchat. 
 
Pokemon Go has already jumped to the top of the App Store and 
Google Play Store. It is also having an unprecedented social 
impact. Hackers have targeted illegal copies of the app to infect 
millions of smart phones. Other criminals have used the game to 

lure unsuspecting players to go to a location to collect a Pokemon 
character and then rob them or burgle their empty house. The app 
tracks your location via GPS as you walk around looking for 
Pokemon. The website PCmag.com advised: "Don't go walking 
around neighborhoods late at night for your Pokemon fix….If you 
can collect Pokemon…in public, crowded areas, we recommend 
doing that instead of shady spots at two a.m." 

 

WORD CHECK UP 
 

1. Sensation  

2. Capture 

3. Mystical 

Personal Application: 

1. What are your thoughts on the article? 

2. Do you like dogs? Why or why not? 

3. How does your country treat dogs? 

The game currently tops the charts in app stores.     T / F 

Hackers have used the game to infect millions of smart phones.     T / F 

The game can only be played when the GPS on devices is turned off.     T / F 

The game can only be played when the GPS on devices is turned off.     T / F 
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Wednesday   PICTURE ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCUSSIONS:  

1. What’s the setting of this picture? 

2. Who are the characters? 

3. What are they doing? 

4. What is the issue in this photo? 

5. What lesson can we learn from this? 

 

 

6. What is the greatest terrorist in the world?   

7. Does terrorist means people alone? 

8. What are you afraid of? How do you respond to this? 

9. What do you think is the best way to respond to this problem? 

10. How did your country respond to this situation? 

 

EXERCISES: COMMON MISTAKE:              

     

MISTAKE I visited her ill mother in the hospital. 
CORRECT I visited her sick mother in the hospital. 
 
MISTAKE There is a limit in my patience. 
CORRECT There is a limit to my patience.  
 
MSITAKE Please wait inside the white line. 
CORRECT Please wait behind the white line. 
 
MISTAKE Is your house insured for fire? 
CORRECT Is your house insured against fire ? 
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Thursday DEBATE 

 

 BAN THE SALE OF VIOLENT VIDEO GAMES/CENSOR VIOLENT 
VIDEO GAMES. 
Since their inception and migration into homes during the early nineties, 
videogames have been about conflicts that need resolving. There are some 
that buck the trend, but the overarching plot in most games usually involves 
a protagonist and his need to defeat some villain. Further, over the past 
twenty years, most major console manufacturers have been focused on 
improving the realism of video games. The main method of doing this has 
been through upgrades to graphics engines. However, recently with the 
introduction of the Nintendo Wii, console manufacturers have been 
exploring new methods of game control beyond the traditional gaming 
controller. 

Pros:  
Video games exist as an interactive medium. The player has 
control over their character and many of their character’s actions 
whereas in a book or movie, the audience does not. This means 
that the player can become invested emotionally in characters to a 
greater extent because of the autonomy afforded to each 
character. 
 
 

 
 

 
Cons:  
The proposition’s arguments fail to 
stand up in the real world. Several 
major studies published in The 
Journal of Adolescent Health, The 
British Medical Journal and The 
Lancet (among others) have shown 
no conclusive link between video 
game usage and real-life violent 
behaviour. The Federal Bureau of Investigation found no evidence linking 
video game use to the massacre at Columbine (or other highly publicized 
school shootings). 
 
 
 WORD CHECK UP 
 

1. Migration 

2. Resolving 

3. Console 

Personal Application: 

1. What can you say about the issue? 

2. Which side are you with the debate? Why? 
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Friday    BUSINESS IDIOM FOCUS 

 

Read and be familiar with the Business Idiom below and use them in 

your conversation. 
 

Why study idioms? 

 

One of the keys to speaking like a native is the ability to use and understand 

casual expressions, or idioms. 

String Someone Along 

Liz had high hopes of marrying Dean. When he ran off with another woman, she realized 

that he was just stringing her along. She had felt very strongly about him and was really 

hurt to see that he was deceiving her and had no intentions of ever marrying her. 

  

Jump the Gun 

Denise was planning on telling her grandparents that the doctor said she was going to have 

twins, but when her dad found out he jumped the gun and told them before Denise could 

say a word. He was so excited that he became hastyand revealed the news before Denise 

had a chance to tell them. 

 

Kick the Bucket 

It's been said that the old man knew of a buried treasure, but he kicked the bucket before 

telling anyone where it was. If the treasure exists, the old man unfortunately took the 

secret of its location with him when he died. 

 

Out of the Woods 

Although Eric was well on his way to recovering from his bout with pneumonia, he was 

still not out of the woods. The doctors told him that he would have to take it easy and 

avoid exposure to cold, since he was not out of danger and difficulty yet. 

 

Hang On 

During the depression years the Smiths had a great deal of trouble with their business, but 

somehow or other they were able to hang on. Although they almost lost their store, they 

managed to persevere until things got better. 

 


